This paper presents a Fast Beam migration algorithm which has been specifically designed to facilitate very rapid migration turnarounds to allow for interactive velocity model building and validation. The very fast imaging turnaround is achieved by only migrating pre-picked events in a wavelet by wavelet fashion. Coherent noise and migration artifacts are reduced compared to classical Kirchhoff migration techniques by using a sophisticated event selection scheme during the event picking phase and by subsequent multi-path migration, where focusing errors are used to further reduce migration noise. The multi-path concept of the algorithm is borrowed from the Gaussian beam migration technique. Tests on the 2D Sigsbee synthetic dataset demonstrate the superior subsalt imaging capabilities of the algorithm compared to Kirchhoff migrations and resulted in a total migration speed-up of a factor of 30. Images for 3D real data compare favorably with those from Kirchhoff migrations but can be produced with a speed of two orders of magnitude higher than by classical imaging schemes. With the achieved image turnaround improvements the Fast Beam migration is opening the door to real 3D interactive velocity model building and model validations particularly in areas of high structural complexity and model uncertainty.
Introduction
It is well known that subsalt seismic imaging is a challenge which arises from the fact that signals containing subsalt information are usually weak, and subsalt illumination is generally poor and non-uniform. More often than not is the identification of salt base problematic. Poor subsalt images make subsalt seismic interpretation a difficult job to perform. Since subsalt regions are important targets for oil/gas exploration, this paper presents a research effort to provide solutions to such subsalt imaging problems.
One such solution could be to provide an interactive approach to the subsalt model building whereby different velocity models are tested and validated over a short time period. However, turnaround and cost constraints with current imaging technology make any iterative model building a time consuming and costly exercise. Most of today's PSDM work is therefore based on a single pass of model building.
In order to make interactive migration become reality, imaging algorithms need at least to become an order of magnitude more efficient than existing migration techniques, while retaining good subsalt imaging capabilities. Prestack depth-domain Kirchhoff type migration has been established as a powerful and robust seismic imaging tool (e.g., Xu and Lambare, 2004) . To improve the efficiency of Kirchhoff migration, Sun et al. (2000) implemented 3-D prestack Kirchhoff beam migration with an efficiency of an order higher in production data processing. McMechan (2001, 2003) and Sun and Schuster (2001) developed migration algorithms with a reported speed-up of at least one order of magnitude. These techniques were all developed to solve the efficiency problem while retaining reasonable/good image quality; however, their subsalt imaging capabilities are not fully demonstrated. Most recently, beam-type migrations with emphasis on efficiency and quality have been developed to specifically address the sub-salt imaging problem. Gao et al. (2006) presented their Fast Beam migration implementation which can be used interactively to validate salt geometries and different velocity models. Further developments on 3D prestack parsimonious migration and its associated velocity analysis have also been reported by Fei et al. (2006) . This paper focuses on the continuation of the work described by Gao et al. (2006) , and in particular its applicability to real 3D field data. To improve the subsalt imaging quality, techniques similar to those described for Gaussian beam migrations (e.g., Hill, 1990 Hill, , 2001 Gray, 2005) are used and uniquely combined with the use of directional attributes to suppress coherent noise and migration artefacts. To allow for multi-pathing ray-based extrapolated times are employed in the migration process.
The desired migration speed-up is achieved by imaging only a set of events that have been identified and picked in the recorded time data earlier. These events form a new dataset that is a fraction of the size of the original recorded time data. The picking is considered a preprocessing step of the migration. Time attributes (the location of events in time domain), amplitude attributes, frequency attributes and directional attributes are determined in the picking process. For this, groups of traces are selected in the common shot, common receiver and common offset domains to form beams as input to the semblance based picking. Once all significant events are picked and stored, they can be migrated repeatedly and efficiently using various different velocity models. Douma and de Hoop (2006) and Chauris (2006) showed that curvelets are plausible candidates for sparse representation of seismic data. The picking process here achieves a sparse representation of seismic data by decomposing a beam of traces recorded in time domain into locally coherent events with time slopes and positions. Once computed, such local time slopes can be translated into ray emergence angles at the receiver location and ray emitting angles at the source location if the velocity in the vicinity of the source and the receiver is known. The ray angles in the common shot and receiver domain are defined as the directional attributes of an event.
Methodology
Semblance based picking is performed in the Tau-p domain. Additional picking in common offset domain helps to discriminate events and to improve the cross-line picking in 3D. The picking step is critical because it is performed only once and any missed events will not be migrated. Picked events form a set of model independent invariants similar to those used in state of the art tomography methods.
In order to ensure optimal subsalt imaging the proposed migration algorithm has to have multi-pathing capabilities. We therefore use a ray based on-the-fly travel time computation instead of pre-computed single-arrival time tables to migrate the picked events into depth domain. Dip and spatial image location of the migrated event are computed using ray extrapolated travel times (Zhang and Qin, 2004) . This method allows to easily estimate local focusing error which can be used for further event discrimination and image noise reduction.
Using this method, the picked events are migrated wavelet by wavelet instead of sample by sample (Wang and Pann, 1996) . Since the energy of the mapped events is relatively localized in space, the swing noise in the migration is greatly reduced, which becomes very apparent when the beam migration results are compared to classical Kirchhoff images.
Interactive model building and model evaluation examples
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed Fast Beam imaging algorithm to real 3D data, a 210 km 2 Gulf of Mexico dataset was selected with representative top and base salt complexity. Figure 1 shows the Fast Beam and the Kirchhoff image results respectively for a single inline. The example shows that the quality of the Beam image compares favourably with that of the Kirchhoff migration, exhibiting far less migration noise and artefacts and featuring better top and base salt imaging. Further this real 3D example demonstrated the potential imaging speed-ups which was 2 orders of magnitude between the two migration methods.
To illustrate the potential of the described imaging method for real time interactive model building and model validation, the true Sigsbee velocity model was altered by removing some salt on the left part of the salt structure (Figure 2 ). Depth images were produced rapidly for the different model realisations to assess the effect of the salt geometry change on the resulting subsalt images. Each migration run took under 20 seconds using a standard 256-CPU PC cluster system. As expected, the image of the subsalt sedimentary structures was altered significantly in response to the salt geometry changes and the best focused image, as indicated by the embedded point diffractors, was only achieved once the salt geometry was close to the correct one.
Discussions and Conclusions
We have developed a new Fast Beam migration techniques that comprises of initial beam forming, time domain event picking and discrimination, followed by events migration into the depth domain. The event picking and discrimination are the most critical steps of the proposed imaging method in order to achieve good migration results in particular for complex sub-salt targets. This step is also the most time consuming, however, it is only performed once for the whole dataset. The initial picking phase results in a new dataset of model independent set of observations or invariants. Multiple images can be computed rapidly using the same set of invariants and various velocity models. This makes testing of a large number of different model realisations a viable option.
Our previous effort (Gao et al., 2006) showed that the Fast Beam migration produces superior subsalt images compared to any published Kirchhoff images for the 2D Sigsbee dataset. In this paper we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm also performs extremely well on real 3D data, even though the 3D picking is more expensive and presents a bigger challenge, especially in the cross-line direction. 
